
Lesson 1 Part 8

Lição 1, Parte 8

Word Introduction

Child, (Criança),   Kids, (Crianças),   Married, (Casado),   Plural, (Plural),   House, (Casa)

Where are? (Onde Estão),    How Many? (Quantos),    Am I? (Eu Sou),   Are You?, (Você é )

Word Introduction
Numbers

One, (Um),   Two, (Dois),   Three, (Três),   Four, (Quatro),   Five, (Cinco),   

Six, (Seis),    Seven, (Sete),    Eight, (Oito),   Nine, (Nove),   Ten, (Dez), Eleven, (Onze),   

Twelve, (Doze),   Thirteen, (Treze),   Fourteen, (Catorze),   Fifteen, (Quinze),   

Sixteen, (Dezesseis),   Seventeen, (Dezessete),   Eighteen, (Dezoito),   Nineteen, (Dezenove),

Twenty, (Vinte)

Word Introduction.

Are, (São),   These, (Estes),   Those, (Aqueles),    Are Not (Aren't), (Não São)

Questions (Positive)

Are you a man or a woman?

I'm a man / woman.

Am I a man?

Yes, you are a man?

How many children are there in the picture?

There are three children in the 
picture.
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Whats the plural of child?

The plural of child is children.

Are you married?

Yes, I'm married.

Where are the kids?

The kids are in the house.

Word Introduction.

Are, (São),   These, (Estes),   Those, (Aqueles),    Are Not (Aren't), (Não São)

Questions Multiples (Positive)

Are these men?

Yes, these are men.

Are these pencils?

Yes, these are pencils.

Are these books?

Yes, these are books.

Are these children?

Yes, these are children.

Where are the kids?

The kids are in the house.

Where are those pencils?

Those pencils are on the table.

Where are those books?
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Those books are on the chair.

Word Introduction.

They, (Eles),   They Are (They're), (Eles São),   Not, (Não)

Questions Multiples (negative)

Are these books?

No, they aren't books, theyre pencils

Are these pens?

No, they aren't pens, theyre chairs.

Are these cards?

No, they aren't cards, theyre books

Are these children?

No, they aren't children, theyre chairs

Word Introduction
Numbers

One, (Um),   Two, (Dois),   Three, (Três),   Four, (Quatro),   Five, (Cinco),   

Six, (Seis),    Seven, (Sete),    Eight, (Oito),   Nine, (Nove),   Ten, (Dez), Eleven, (Onze),   

Twelve, (Doze),   Thirteen, (Treze),   Fourteen, (Catorze),   Fifteen, (Quinze),   

Sixteen, (Dezesseis),   Seventeen, (Dezessete),   Eighteen, (Dezoito),   Nineteen, (Dezenove),

Twenty, (Vinte)

DICTATION FOUR

There are three women in the house. Is this a ceiling or a floor? It's a floor. What

colour is this room? It's white. Where are the children. They are here in the house.

What's the contraction of (it is not)? The contraction of it is not is (it isn't). Is the

computer on the table? Yes it is. The pencils are short but the pens are long. The

boy and girl are sitting on the chairs in the house.
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